The Monorail Manufacturers Association (MMA) is recognized as the industry leader and subject matter expert on all aspects of the material handling industry. For more than eighty years, members of the MMA have addressed the diverse lifting requirements of top companies around the world to allow them to safely and efficiently move products throughout their facilities.

Look for the MMA-Certified Logo

The MMA-Certified logo is your assurance that our product meets the strict engineering and manufacturing requirements in the latest ANSI Standards. Whether it’s in a fast-paced production area where speed is the key or where precise positioning is required to complete the task, members of the MMA provide the expertise and solutions to keep industry moving forward.

Working together with OSHA and MHI

Members of the MMA stress the safe application of the overhead lifting systems and provide superior value on all levels. Members work vigilantly with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to develop tips and fact sheets to promote safe work practices. Additionally, members are heavily involved in the development of ANSI standards addressing the design of systems and components. Member companies of MMA also sit on numerous committees within MHI, the world’s leading authority on material handling.
Members of the MMA produce two main types of product, designed to meet the specific needs of each particular industry or application. They are either a Patented Track or an Enclosed Track system.

For effectively transporting loads up to 40 tons in a productive and safe manner, **patented track systems** feature an inverted “T” design with a machined running surface that ensures smooth trolley travel with little wear. The hard alloy steel profile provides long life even in heavy duty applications. The articulating design of the trolley provides equal wheel loading, leading to extended life of patented track systems, even in severe environments.

The unique design of **enclosed track systems** provides smooth movement and low rolling resistance when handling loads up to two tons. Utilizing specially designed trolleys that roll inside the track, the main components of the system are protected from dirt and debris, providing free movement of the load. Designed with ergonomic benefits in mind, these systems permit a single worker to move loads in multiple directions and planes to keep productivity at maximum levels. Enclosed track systems can extremely effective in applications ranging from production work to packaging.

For any of your monorail needs, please contact us today!
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